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GLORIOUS and SPREE
Shopping for Canada’s 150th

 
CANDY CRUSHING

Maayan Zilberman Makes 
Sweets Stylish

HOT SHOPS
Performance Denim, 

Personal Shopping and 
Parisian Luggage

BEACH BALL
Poolside One Pieces

CHEERS to 150 YEARS
Local Bubbles for a 
Milestone Birthday



Available at 
 

Toronto Eaton Centre,  
Square One, Chinook Centre,  

Carrefour Laval, 
Oakridge Centre

www.marc-cain.com

So what‘s new this season? Bold hues combined with polka-dot prints came 

together on the catwalks of Berlin Fashion Week. Announcing the beginning of 

Fall/Winter 2017, collections are showing a laid-back, easy-to-wear style with a 

couture touch. Strong colours like fire-red, fuchsia and nightshade embrace the 

monochromatic trend of the season.

MARC CAIN ON THE  
MONOCHROMATIC LOOK

FIRE-RED

FUCHSIA

NIGHTSHADE

1  Sweater, $320  |  2  Skirt, $320  |  3  Bag, $480  |  4  Pants, $430  |  5  Blouse, $400  |  6  Pumps, $550  |  7  Dress, $680  |  8  Scraf, $110  |  9 +10  Coat, $1590 & Dress, $480
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                           Big Pilot’s Watch Edition 

“Le Petit Prince”. Ref. 5009: The little prince 

tells the pilot he will give him a friendly laugh 

from the countless stars in the night sky. The 

sight of this watch inspires similar sentiments, 

for every single detail is a joy to behold. The 

timepiece is not only an imposing 46 millimetres 

in diameter but also impresses with classic 

 elegance that sets off the midnight blue dial to 

perfect advantage. Technical perfection, on 

the other hand, is guaranteed by the IWC-

manufactured 51111-calibre movement with its 

seven-day power reserve. Time enough to for-

get time and follow the dream-like journey of 

the little prince. IWC. ENGINEERED FOR MEN.

Mechanical movement, Pellaton automatic winding, 

IWC-manufactured 51111 calibre, 7-day power reserve 

when fully wound, Power reserve display, Date display, 

Central hacking seconds, Screw-in crown, Sapphire 

glass, convex, antireflective coating on both sides, 

Special back engraving, Water-resistant 6 bar, Diameter 

46 mm, Calfskin strap by Santoni

Join the conversation on 

#B_Original.

IWC PILOT. 
ENGINEERED FOR ORIGINALS.

VitaMag_IWC16726X6CL2.indd   1 5/31/17   2:26 PM
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Summertime, and the reading is easy! We 
could not have published a July issue of 
VITA without making it a celebration of 
sorts: this month marks, after all, the start 
of our favourite season—and Canada’s 
birthday, to boot. 
    That said, the following pages are 
chock-full of all-Canadian, warm-weather 
goodness. Our shopping guide (4 and 
5) is positively popping with local-made 
and tribute items, from flag-worthy red 
lipsticks to maple leaf-motif bling, while 
our wine column (11) gives the best made-
in-Canada bubbles with which toast 150. 
    For the beach, we’ve rounded up stellar 
one-piece suits made by home-grown 
swimwear designers, no less (6) and, for 
travel (10), have suggested taking a second 
look at Calgary (it’s so much more than 
Stampede and steak). 
    As usual, our Hot Shops feature (7) 
outlines the latest and greatest retailers to 
grace our city (from personal shopping, 
elevated, to Parisian-inspired luggage 
to not one but two Canadian footwear 
brands, the shopping options are exciting 
this month) while our dining department 
(9) introduces new restaurants serving up 
salsa, soft serve and steak (plus a Canada 
150 burger you absolutely must taste). 
    And there’s more. So go ahead, dive 
into this magazine like you would the 
cool, Pacific Ocean (or Kits Pool—either 
works). Most importantly, have a fantastic, 
celebration-soaked summer, and we’ll see 
you in September!

Noa Nichol
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

S

Here at VITA we do like to get things right (honest)—and aren’t afraid to admit when 
we slip up. Our May issue included a photo of a hotel swimming pool we said belonged 
to the InterContinental Hong Kong. We were wrong. Rather, that particular pool can 
be found at the Grand Stanford InterContinental hotel, in the same city, while the 
spectacular infinity pool pictured right is yours to enjoy with a stay at the fabulous IHK. 
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Truly Canadian

PATRIOTIC PANT
Peace out unpatriotic jeans—
it’s time to celebrate Canada’s 
150th! Vancouver-born-
and-bred Fidelity Denim is 
marking the occasion with an 
exclusive patched party pant 
($238), complete with a red-
and-white peace sign on the 
pocket. Fidelitydenim.com

WATCH OUT
Even the Swiss are celebrating 
Canada! From Swatch, this 
limited-edition red-and-white 
design ($90) features the 
150 logo and a silicone (i.e., 
outdoor friendly) strap printed 
with all things—from moose to 
maple syrup—Canadian. 4700 
Kingsway, Burnaby, 
604-430-1984. Shop.swatch.com

CANADA DRY
We’ve sang the virtues of Dyson’s 
Supersonic hairdryer before (lighter and 
quieter, with a promise to cut drying 
time in half), and now the famed-for-
its-vacuums company’s come out with a 
Canada 150 limited-edition dryer ($499 
exclusively at Hudson’s Bay), housed in 
a red-and-gold case designed by James 
Dyson himself. 674 Granville St., 604-
681-6211. Thebay.com

TOTE TO TOTE
When it comes to most-iconic 
Canadian company, Roots is 
definitely in the running. Its 
trans-Canada French tote ($198), 
part of a special collection 
celebrating the big 150, is made 
from exclusive vintage tribe 
leather with a subtle-yet-stunning 
maple leaf feature. 1001 Robson 
St., 604-683-4305. Roots.com

POUT PROUD
Toronto-founded MAC is proudly 
celebrating its country of birth with a 
specially packaged lipstick in truest red 
($21 at Nordstrom)—an autumn-maple-
leaf-hued must-have to complete your July 
1 look. 799 Robson St., 604-699-2100. 
Shop.nordstrom.com

SILK STORY
Artist Alice Shirley has partnered with 
French fashion house Hermès to create 
a limited-edition Canada 150 square silk 
twill scarf ($485) emblazoned with blue 
jays and buffalo and bears—oh my! 
755 Burrard St., 604-681-9965. 
Hermes.com

FLOWER POWER
When Home Hardware wanted to honour 
Canada’s birthday, it went straight to the 
Netherlands, naturally. Experts in that 
country helped the retailer engineer a 

special tulip with red-and-white markings 
($45 for 100 bulbs) to reflect the colours of 

the Canadian flag. Homehardware.ca

SWEATER WEATHER
No, it’s not always cold in our country, 
but we do love a good knit! The latest 
collab between Smythe and Augden has 
borne this Canada-cute alpaca sweater 
($350), available as part of Holt Renfrew’s 
curation of Canadian-made goodies. 
737 Dunsmuir St., 604-681-3121. 
Holtrenfrew.com
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1457 Bellevue Avenue, West Vancouver • 604.925.8333
Four Seasons Hotel, 791 Georgia Street, Vancouver • 604.682.1158DKNY Oakridge

121 - 650 41ST AVENUE W, VANCOUVER 604.263.8889

ENDA-B.COM/DKNYOAKRIDGE   @ENDABFASHION

M A D E  I N  C A N A D A  O R  M A D E  F O R 

C A N A D A ,  T H E S E  T R I B U T E  P I E C E S 

A R E  M A D E  T O  I M P R E S STruly Canadian
TALL ORDER
Known for her collection of shoes 
featuring interchangeable-with-the-
click-of-a-button (read: seriously 
brilliant) heels, Ottawa-born Tanya 
Heath presents a graphic red-and-
white number ($150) to celebrate 
the 150th birthday of her home and 
native land. Tanyaheathcanada.com

LADIES FIRST
This 18-karat white-gold 
maple leaf brooch, with 
a serious smattering of 
pavé diamonds ($7,495), 
was lent by Birks to 
Sophie Grégoire-Trudeau 
to sport during her visit 
to Buckingham Palace in 
2015. 698 W. Hastings 
St., 604-669-3333. 
Maisonbirks.com

MAPLE MOUTH
Created exclusively for Canada 
(in Toronto, nonetheless) and 
available at Sephora, Bite 
Beauty’s maple agave lip mask 
($30) is infused with—you 
guessed it—real Canadian maple 
syrup for a deliciously hydrating 
(with a touch of bronze) shine. 
1045 Robson St., 604-681-
9704. Sephora.com

Starting at $370

BLANKET STATEMENT
We’d be amiss not to mention 
the, perhaps, most-enduring 
Canadian item of all: Hudson 
Bay’s point blanket. Besides 
the classic multi-stripe, 
this scarlet number($325), 
produced at the same woolen 
mills used centuries ago, seems 
particularly poignant for 150. 
674 Granville St., 604-681- 
6211. Thebay.com

LOOK BOOK
Exclusive to Holt Renfrew and only 
available til August 1, this Glorious & 
Free coffee-table book features stories 
of 33 inspiring, creative and impactful 
citizens and comes in a cheeky 
patched tote by Toronto’s Smythe ($75 
for the set). 737 Dunsmuir St., 
604-681-3121. Holtrenfrew.com
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One-Piece Wonders
B I K I N I S  H A V E  D O M I N A T E D  T H E  B E A C H  S C E N E  F O R  D E C A D E S 

B U T ,  W I T H  T H E  R E S U R G E N C E  O F  T H E  O N E  P I E C E , 

S W I M W E A R  I S  U N D E R G O I N G  A  M A J O R  S H I F T

B Y  J O H N N I E  S M A R T

SPORTY SPICE
Do the words sexy 
and wetsuit belong in 
the same sentence? 
When it comes to this 
sleek head-turner from 
Toronto-based line Reese 
($286), the answer 
is a resounding yes. 
Thinkreese.ca

MAKING THE CUT
Cute cutouts without the 
not-so-cute tan lines? 
This exclusive-to-Simons 
one piece ($50) is the 
answer to our prayers. 
Simons.ca

DOILY DONE RIGHT
Designed by Anna Kosturova in her Vancouver studio, 
this impressive work of art ($265) is handmade by crochet 
artisans from around the world. Annakosturova.com

TOTAL THROWBACK
Channel the ’80s with this 
high-cut, scoop-back one-
piece wonder ($94) from 
Saltwater Collective—a 

Canadian brand that, with 
every item sold, makes 

a donation to support 
ocean-conservation 

efforts around the globe 
Thesaltwatercollective.com

MULTI-WAY
Made in Vancouver, 

this beauty (in black or 
white) by Londrë ($135) 

makes packing a cinch 
with straps that can be 
tied in six stylish ways. 
Londrebodywear.com

SOLE MATES
The perfect swimsuit deserves just the 
right shoe, even if it’s a simple summer 
slip-on. Vancouver’s Malvados makes 
flip-flops that are both sand-friendly and 
stylish. We love the company’s metallic-
strapped Lux sandal ($35), in a range 
of colours like Pegasus, Aurora, Sweet 
Cheeks and Prosecco. Best of all: they’re 
vegan. Malvados.ca

COLD SHOULDER
This season’s popular 
off-the-shoulder look 
can even be found 
poolside. We’re in awe of 
Toronto designer Andrea 
Iyamah’s keen eye for 
detail in this chartreuse-
coloured stunner ($313). 
Andreaiyamah.com

MODERN VINTAGE
Another supposed oxymoron, this Vancouver-made 
beauty ($149) is as adorable as it is eco-friendly, since 
10 per cent of all Nettles’ Tale profits go toward the Silva 
Forest Foundation. Nettlestale.com
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M E E T  V A N C O U V E R ’ S  N E W E S T  R E T A I L E R SHot Shops

AMIMOC
The street-facing space inhabited by 
new-to-Vancouver Amimoc, housed 
in Gastown’s original and recently 
renovated mall, is what we like to call 
“forest-forward”—filled with sunshine, 
wood and, thanks to a shared lease 
with furrier Bilodeau, actual (but no 
longer live) critters ... so, perhaps not 
for the severely squeamish. For the rest 
of us, the shop is worth a visit for its 
gorgeous and handily made (in Canada, 
to boot, in partnership with members of 
a Huron tribe in Quebec) moccasins in a 
rainbow-range of colours and styles. The 
Wrap Around, for one, is a winner with 
leggings, while the classic Colormoc, 
with a stitched rubber sole and comfy 
memory foam, is the only walking-
around-the-city or on-your-feet-all-day 
shoe you’ll ever need (just remember 
to buy your moccasins one size smaller 
than what you normally wear; they’ll 
feel snug the first time you try them 
but, just like jeans fresh out of the dryer, 
will loosen up and shape perfectly to 
your foot in a jiffy). Also, for the Canada 
150 kid in your life, the Abey junior 
moccasin features an adorable maple 
leaf emblem near the toe, and comes in 
kiwi, orchid, brown, tan and, naturally, 
forest green. (Oh, the company also 
offers cute (polka-dot!) rain boots, 
beautiful printed (floral!) leather kicks 
and handsome (scratch-proof!) men’s 
shoes under its Martino and Maël 
labels.) 332 Water St., 604-428-9994. 
Amimoc.ca NOA NICHOL

THE APARTMENT
A new-and-improved personal-shopping 
experience for the crème de la crème 
of clients (celebs welcome, too) at Holt 
Renfrew Vancouver begins by travelling 
up, up, up, to the store’s rooftop in an 
elevator that gets you as close to being 
inside a disco ball as humanly possible 
(it’s absolutely fabulous, trust us). A step 
beyond the doors yields gracious entry 
into The Apartment—a concept previously 
launched in two of Holt’s Ontario stores 
but the only one in Canada to boast an 
outdoor wraparound patio with a killer city 
view. Residential in scale and design, the 
1,200-square-foot space features a plush 
living room (where movies can be played 
on the flat-screen to entertain the kids—or 
the hockey game for the hubby—while 

mommy shops), dining area (an adjoining 
kitchen can churn out sustenance, and 
clients can order what they like from 
the café a few floors down, or tea and 
macarons from Ladurée), expansive 
fitting room (with its very own, very 
regal pedestal) and private powder room. 
Carefully selected artwork completes the 
private space, as well as custom-made 
furniture, carpets and chandeliers. In 
addition to The Apartment, Holt’s has also  
unveiled seven new personal-shopping 
suites spread over two floors, where 
customers can work one-on-one with 
an expert stylist to add pieces to their 
existing wardrobe—or build a brand-new 
one from the ground up. 737 Dunsmuir 
St., 604-681-3121. Holtrenfrew.com 
NOA NICHOL

POPPY BARLEY
Ever available online, Edmonton-
headquartered Poppy Barley’s ethically 
made and fully fabulous footwear will be 
on offer, pop-up style, in Gastown this 
summer (til August’s end). Simply step 
on over to the Nicole Bridger flagship 
to try on (and, in some cases, take 
out) women’s shoes in standard sizes, 
samples of the brand’s stellar men’s 
line and gorgeous leather accessories. 
Can’t find your size? Shop-in-shop staff 
will be ready to take measurements for 
custom orders that’ll ship to your door 
in two days’ time. Our faves to look for: 
the bestselling, flat, closed-toed and 
insanely comfy strappy sandal in black, 
honey, champagne or fire red ($225); 
the sexy, statement-making (without 
the sore feet) chunky heeled slingback 
($248); and the made-famous-by-former-
Bachelorette Jillian Harris Two Point 
Five Ankle Boot (also known as the Jilly 
Boot) in brought-back-due-to-popular-
demand desert tan ($350). Also, from 
the company’s Festival Collection: the 
must-have cut-out ankle boot ($350) 
provides just the breezy alternative to 
open-toed shoes we’ve been yearning for. 
14 Water St. Poppybarley.com 
NOA NICHOL

LIPAULT PARIS
Having originated in (you guessed it) 
France, Lipault has finally landed in 
Vancouver and is set to fly off the shelves. 
Owned by luggage heavy hitter Samsonite, 
the brand’s North American flagship is 
symbiotically located within Richmond’s 
McArthurGlen Designer Outlet, adjacent 
to YVR. Once you’ve finished craning 
your neck to see aircraft streaking by 
(very close) overhead, step inside the 
immaculate shop to find a selection of 
impossibly light (before you fill them, 
anyway), water-resistant and extremely 
clean/durable nylon travel bags in a variety 
of shapes and sizes arranged by colour, like 
a rainbow. Their features address virtually 
every traveller concern, from a toiletry kit 
with a framed opening that opens wide 
and stays put to let you see everything 
stashed inside to an ingenious “smart 
sleeve pocket” on many of the smaller and 
carry-on styles that allow them to quickly 
slip over the handle of a larger piece of 
luggage (translation en anglais: no more 
balancing your Prada purse precariously 
atop your valise as you run to catch your 
connection). We were instantly drawn to 
the limited-edition Miss Plume collection, 
which promised to match our rose-gold 
iPhone case perfectly. Talk about travelling 
in style. Unit 48, 1000-7899 Templeton 
Stn. Rd., Richmond. Lipault.ca 
NOA NICHOL

DISH & DU/ER
Local performance-denim brand 
and Kickstarter darling Dish & DU/
ER had people climbing up the walls 
(literally) at the re-launch of its bricks-
and-mortar flagship in Gastown. To 
capture the heart of the line’s #doitall 
movement ethos, the newly expanded 
interactive retail space (now with an 
open-concept view of its corporate HQ 
in the back) is more like a playground, 
boasting a padded gym floor, bright-
green AstroTurf, stationary bikes, a 
swing set and monkey bars so you can 
stretch, spin and Shashankasana in 
your jeans right outside the changing-
room doors. (There’s reason to linger 
in your dressing room, though, to study 
detailed hiking maps of Lynn Canyon 
and Cypress Provincial, Lighthouse 
and Stanley parks etched right into 
the wood walls.) The star of the show, 
though, is what you see and feel in the 
mirror: technically advanced denim 
that takes you from leisure to extreme 
without breaking a sweat. To learn 
more about the inspo behind the brand, 
visit Vitadaily.ca and search for Gary 
Lenett. 118 W. Hastings St., 604-323-
0441. Dishandduer.com KELSEY KLASSEN

Unit 1052 Park Royal Shopping Centre (South), West Vancouver BC

Tel  604.913.0312   www.frenchsole.com

D E S I G N E D  I N  L O N D O N ,  H A N D M A D E  I N  E U R O P E .
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Sweet Somethings
V A N C O U V E R I T E - T U R N E D - N E W  Y O R K E R 

M A A Y A N  Z I L B E R M A N  O F  S W E E T  S A B A  I S  M A K I N G 

C A N D Y  S T Y L I S H  A G A I N 

B Y  A I L E E N  L A L O R

B E A U T Y  &  B I T E S

Maayan Zilberman wasn’t going to grow 
up to be an accountant or a lawyer—that 
was clear from the start. Her creativity 
goes bone deep. As a child she would 
base her entire wardrobe on her annual 
Halloween costume. When she was eight, 
she was Lady Di for a year. More recently, 
as an adult, she dressed as spaghetti and 
meatballs, which translated to her wearing 
silky, fringed garments every day.
    “I’ve always had this enormous desire to 
discover, explore, see and touch,” she said. 
“I wasn’t necessarily good at making things 
when I was little, but it brought me so 
much joy—the most magical thing in the 
world is to create something recognizable. 
And, conversely, doing math homework, 
well, that never brought me joy.”
    Nowadays you’ll find the Israel-born, 
Vancouver-raised art-school grad cooking 
up fantastical delicious creations in the 
New York studio/showroom of her candy 
brand, Sweet Saba. It specializes in 
“grown-up” candy—refined, never cute, in 
adult flavours like rosé wine. She founded 
the company in 2015 but, in some ways, 
it’s been a lifelong project.

ALL-CANADIAN SKIN CARE 
Not only is Toronto-based Graydon’s new Superfood Serum ($55) 
bursting with elements to nourish your skin from the outside in, 
every pump of this good stuff leverages the power of Canada-grown 
ingredients. Think kale oil from Prince Edward Island, cranberry seed 
oil from northern Quebec, blueberry seed oil from British Columbia 
and raspberry seed oil from the Fraser Valley, all working in unison to 
strengthen, rehydrate and protect your skin. Also new from Graydon 
(and also available at Kiss and Makeup): an innovative Superfood 
Mask + Scrub ($39) containing glacial clay sourced from the northern 
coast of B.C. and actual meteorite powder (yes, from outer space!) to 
brighten your skin. Now that’s what we call star power! 1791 Manitoba 
St., 778-379-7928. Kissandmakeupstore.com

    As a kid growing up Zilberman would 
head to the kitchen more often than the 
craft box when she wanted to make art; the 
first thing she remembers creating is a salt-
dough candelabra, which her grandmother 
still has. Her earliest kitchen collaborator 
was her saba (Hebrew for grandfather).
    “My proudest achievement is creating a 
company that I named after him,” she said. 
“After someone passes away you always 
think about how to keep the memories 
alive. Now I always have the chance to tell 
people about him.”
    These days her collaborators include 
everyone from makeup brand NARS, 
to video-game developer Take-Two 
Interactive, her partner on an installation 
at Art Basel Miami 2016.
    “Collaboration is really important to me—
it allows me to do different projects and have 
a dialogue with creative people. It also makes 
me learn; I recently worked with a couture 
house, replicating its runway jewelry. I had 
to study how the designer constructed the 
pieces and it forced me to understand the 
structure and appreciate the skill in how 
they work. That inspired me to create pieces 
for a gallery show I’m doing of my own art.”
    In fact, Zilberman often teams up with 
fashion brands, like Irene Neuwirth Jewelry, 
Jimmy Choo and Delpozo—not surprising 
given her background as co-founder of 
celebrity-coveted lingerie brand The Lake 
& Stars. While the move from fashion to 
candy might seem surprising, she considers 
her path to be quite linear, saying, “There’s 
still the same idea of creating things and 
having a seat at the table to share them 
with the community.”
    Many artists are interested in the idea 
of legacy—leaving a body of work behind 
them—but it’s the very ephemerality of 
working with food that attracts Zilberman.
    “One of the original ideas behind Sweet 
Saba was thinking about everyday objects 
and replicating them—we eat things, they 
become part of us, then they’re a memory,” 
she said. “They bring joy but don’t collect 
dust.” Then there’s the fact that candy is 
fun. “When you work with non-traditional 
materials, there’s always a sense of humour,” 
she explained. “In art school I wasn’t 
interested in traditional painting because it’s 
just so serious.”
    Right now Zilberman is working on a 
book. She’s also considering a return to 
lingerie design.
    “The industry’s changed so much. It’s 
more fun; women shop differently, they don’t 
go to department stores, and they’re looking 
for something different. They aren’t trying 
to push up their boobs; they’re content with 
what they have.” sweetsaba.com

“I wasn’t  
necessarily GOOD 
at making things 
when I was little, 
but it brought me 

so much JOY”

M
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New Noshes
A  P E E K  A T  S O M E  O F  T H E  C I T Y ’ S

L A T E S T ,  G R E A T E S T  E A T S

FAYUCA
The name of Yaletown’s new Pacific 
Northwest-(but-not-in-the-Kim-and-
Kanye-sense)-inspired Mexican resto may 
translate to “contraband goods” but, in 
the context of food, think of it as the free 
flow of flavours across borders. Fayuca’s 
menu features creative starters like cac-
tus, halloumi and avocado before moving 
on to such unexpected mains as an oxtail 
fideo pasta with pine nuts. While each 
and every dish is a mélange made in West 
Coast heaven, do order something accom-
panied by tortillas—they’re handmade in-
house every day and come crisply grilled 
on one side, soft on the other. Recipe for a 
perfect summer day: sipping on a tepache 
(fermented pineapple drink) while sur-
rounded by Fayuca’s relaxed desert-clay 
and ocean-mosaic décor. Now you can 
have your cactus and eat it, too. 1009 
Hamilton St., 604-689-8523. Fayuca.ca 
MIRANDA SAM 

SWEET REPUBLIC
The space itself may be teeny tiny (about the size of two phone booths) but the treats it 
churns out are flavour-huge. Sweet Republic ice cream, recently opened just inside the 
door’s of the Oceanside Yacht Club & Public House (formerly Hemingway’s) in White 
Rock, scoops up a gourmet dessert menu designed by Top Chef Canada winner Matthew 
Stowe and MasterChef Canada winner David Jorge (so you know this isn’t your aver-
age frozen dairy in a cone). Among the vanilla-soft-serve-based offerings: the key lime 
pie, with lime curd, toasted coconut, graham cracker and a gorgeous pineapple chip; the 
candy shop, with five-cent gummies, sprinkles, red licorice and hot-pink candy floss; and 
the sweet ‘n’ salty, with Skor toffee pieces, roasted peanuts, salted caramel and a legit 
rasher of bacon. Whether you opt to place your order by the cup, cone or half pint, do 
it soon—this sweet pop-up ice-cream shop will melt away once summer is over. 14995 
Marine Dr., White Rock, 604-385-0672. Jrg.ca NOA NICHOL 

H2 ROTISSERIE & BAR
Ready for heat and hops this summer? Head to Coal Harbour’s newest upscale casual 
hot spot, H2 Rotisserie & Bar at the Westin Bayshore, and start the sunny season with 
a local beer or crafty cocktail (the Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Remedy features a B.C.-brewed 
charred rosemary gin). Hotel GM Martin Leclerc told us his favourite dishes (transla-
tion: you should try) are the Maple Hill Farms House Rotisserie Chicken (served family 
style with buttery bread) and the Tomahawk Steak for two. Either way, top your meal 
off with a camp-inspired item from the Treat Yo-Self menu, like the skillet s’mores with 
melted chocolate over gooey golden marshmallows (no kindling required). If the sun is 
co-operating, grab a seat on the patio and enjoy the city’s beautiful heights (mountains) 
and harbours, and try to guess what the name H2 could mean. 1601 Bayshore Dr., 604-
691-6966. H2restaurant.com MIRANDA SAM 

YEW’S CANADA 150 BURGER
Because you only turn 150 years old 
once, Yew Seafood + Bar at the Four 
Seasons Hotel Vancouver is serving the 
most epic burger of culinary creative 
(and celebratory) proportions. Think 
maple syrup-glazed lobster tail and wild 
salmon filet topped with Canadian back 
bacon, tomato, lettuce and avocado on a 
housemade brioche bun, and you get the 
idea. And, if that’s not Canadiana enough, 
this ’wich comes with a side of perfectly 
cooked hand-cut ketchup waffle fries—all 
for just $50 (yes, Canadian). If you feel in-
clined to wash this baby down with some-
thing equally patriotic, order a $16 Rocky 
Mountain Caesar from the bar, featuring 
an intensely flavoured blend of adobo pep-
pers, maple syrup, olive juice, lime and, of 
course, bacon. Available through Labour 
Day. 791 W. Georgia St., 604-692-4939. 
Yewseafood.com
AUREA DEMPSEY 

Enjoy the finest shopping and services surrounded by the stunning architectural heritage of Sinclair Centre, including:

Just steps from Waterfront Station | 757 West Hastings Street, Vancouver  |  WWW.SINCLAIRCENTRE.COM

• Gastown Photo 
• Leone

• L2
• Phera Diamonds

• Sinclair Travel
• Sinclair Wellness Centre

• The Perfume Shoppe
• The UPS Store

RETAIL HOURS:
Mon-Sat 

10am-5:30pm
Closed:

Sundays and Holidays
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Calgary, Unexpected
T U R N S  O U T  C O W  T O W N  I S  M U C H ,  M U C H  M O R E  T H A N  S T E A K S  A N D  S T A M P E D E

B Y  N O A  N I C H O L

STAY
Sleek, stylish and central, Le Germain 
provides the perfect home base from 
which to explore Calgary’s downtown 
core and many eclectic neighbourhoods 
beyond (it’s also a mere hour’s drive from 
the Canadian Rockies). Among the hotel’s 
most-impressive features (and there are 
many): a plethora of stunning Canadian-
made artwork carefully curated by co-
president Christiane Germain; bathtubs 
(in the luxe apartment suite, anyway) 
that fill from the ceiling; open-ended 
check-out times (sleep in sans worry); 
and heavenly linen that’s available for sale 
at Simons, so you can take a portion of 
your hotel experience home with you. Be 
sure to chat with concierge extraordinaire 
Benjamin Phillips, who knows Calgary like 
the back of his hand, and take advantage 
of the hotel’s special Nama-Stay offering, 
which includes an on-site open-access 
yoga studio and plush Lululemon mat 
rentals (no charge) from the front desk. 
899 Centre St. S.W., 403-264-8990. 
Legermainhotels.com 

SEE
While the city is easy enough to navigate by car and public transit, biking may be the 
best way to experience all that Calgary has to offer. Have a rental bike, complete with 
lock and helmet, delivered right to the Le Germain lobby by Nomad Mobile Gear 
Rentals (which offers custom tours, too), pick up a copy of blogger Mike Morrison’s 
Calgary by Bike—a must-have map that highlights routes and hot spots, printed 
on the same waterproof paper as Canadian currency, natch—and hit the most 
extensive urban pathway system in all of North America. This year, be sure to pedal 
to Olympic Plaza, a few short blocks from the hotel, to take selfies with the rainbow-
coloured ground squirrel figures that have popped up in honour of Canada’s 150th. 
Nomadgearrentals.com | calgarybybike.ca

SHOP
Besides being the city’s oldest 
neighbourhood, charming Inglewood 
boasts a concentrated cluster of unique 
storefronts. Among our favourites: Plant 
(possibly the chicest urban garden centre 
we’ve ever seen, with an assortment of 
living blooms and buds, gorgeous ceramic 
pots and planters, bird and bee houses 
and take-home terrarium kits); The 
Uncommons, where you’ll find everything 
from bicycles to beard oil (don’t miss the 
limited-time Canadiana back-room pop-up, 
featuring maple syrup and toques galore); 
and the ultimate men’s store, Kent of 
Inglewood, which is part old-timey barber 
(book a hot-towel shave with your choice 
of one or two passes), part shave shop 
(grooming products and straight-razor 
workshops), part axe and knife emporium. 
Like we said, the ultimate men’s store. 
Plantterrariums.ca | Theuncommons.ca | 
Kentofinglewood.com

SAVOUR
As this story’s subhead suggests, 
there’s much more to Calgary in the 
way of dining than steak (although 
that remains a staple in the city’s food 
scene, naturally). Our visit included 
lunch at Deane House—a restaurant 
based in a heritage and, purportedly, 
haunted building, serving up seasonal, 
regional plates (the garden greens 
salad features herbs and flowers from 
the on-site garden), plus a perfectly 
Pan-Asian supper at Foreign Concept. 
Another memorable meal was had at 
Ten Foot Henry, where a “vegetable-
anchored menu” proves vegetarians 
are, indeed, welcome in Calgary 
(the bucatini is to die for, as are the 
tomatoes topped with fresh herbs 
and whipped feta, served with a side 
of local Sidewalk Citizen Bakery 
sourdough). Deanehouse.com | 
Foreignconcept.ca | Tenfoothenry.com

SIP
Among several noteworthy watering 
holes—not to mention, a healthy 
community of cool craft breweries—
Proof Cocktails & Curiosities stands out 
(and not just because its bar manager 
possesses the ultra-slick name of Jeff 
Savage). Library-like in looks, with a bottle 
collection to rival any longer-established 
lounge, Proof prides itself on mixing and 
pouring thoughtfully prepared drinks with 
old-fashioned good service. The menu, 
according to Savage, changes with the 
seasons, and features all-original cocktails 
(and non-alcoholic concoctions, too), some 
of which are years in the making. The El 
Santo, for example, on Proof’s spring menu, 
took three years to develop, and includes 
a deep, dark and delicious mix of mezcal, 
Amaro Montenegro, crème de cacao, agave 
syrup and—the kicker—smoke from a 
burning piece of the so-thought mystical 
Palo Santo tree. 1302 1st St. S.W., 403-
246-2414. Proofyyc.com

SIDE TRIP
A visit to Calgary necessitates a trip to the mountains. Head dead west on scenic 
Highway 1A toward the town of Cochrane and stop at the Yamnuska Wolfdog 
Sanctuary, dedicated to rescuing and providing a haven for wolfdogs (part wolf and part 
dog, to varying degrees). Take a tour, glimpse the residents (who range from elusive 
to downright playful) and maybe even considering taking one home (eventually—the 
adoption process is thorough). Note: don’t be fooled by Skookum, the sanctuary’s 
official greeter—he’s pure giant Alaskan malamute without an ounce of wolf (but 
plenty of sloppy kisses) in him. Continue west to Canmore, to peruse a fab Thursday 
farm market, check out mom-and-pop shops and fuel up with a hiker bowl (dressed 
your way) at Communitea Cafe. Then, make your way to Grassi Lake trail for a totally 
doable hike to two majestic turquoise (the colour must be seen to be believed) bodies. 
Yamnuskawolfdogsanctuary.com | Thecommunitea.com | Tourismcanmore.com
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Cheers to 150 Years
T H E  B E S T  W A Y  T O  C E L E B R A T E  C A N A D A ’ S  B I R T H D A Y ? 

F I L L I N G  Y O U R  F L U T E S  W I T H  B U B B L E S ,  M A D E  L O C A L L Y , 

F R O M  C O A S T  T O  S H I N I N G  C O A S T

B Y  L A U R A  S T A R R

JACKSON-TRIGGS GRAND 
RESERVE ENTOURAGE BRUT
Sparkling and sensational, this 
proudly Canadian, Okanagan 
Valley-made vintage features 
intense fruit flavours that lend 
themselves perfectly to a shared 
celebration with your very own 
entourage. It boasts refined 
bubbles and toasty notes of 
biscuit, almond and tropical 
citrus fruit, with flavours of 
lemon, apple and vanilla and a 
refreshing, luxurious finish. We’ll 
be enjoying a bottle of Jackson-
Triggs’ Grand Reserve Entourage 
Brut for our Canada 150 
celebrations, or with a summer 
spread of oysters, sushi or paté. 
Jacksontriggswinery.com

This summer promises to be a 
good one: plenty of sun, outdoor 
fun and a milestone birthday, to 
boot. Indeed, the geometrically 
captivating Canada 150 logo, 
featuring a diamond to represent 
each province and territory, 
seems particularly appropriate in 
terms of how we plan to celebrate 
the big day: downing effervescent 
diamonds of Canadian-made 
sparkling wine. From fresh and 
fruity to rich and toasty, here 
is our selection of glimmering 
gems that are fantastically and 
iconically Canadian—and a must-
have for this beautiful country’s 
150th jamboree.

HAYWIRE THE BUB
Nicknamed after Okanagan Crush Pad 
owner Christine Colettas’ daughter, The 
Bub, produced in beautiful Summerland, 
is a bright and crunchy blend of 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, with notes 
of lemon and toasty brioche (perfect 
for washing down those salty oysters on 
the half shell). Traditional in method 
and style—but playful with a crown cap 
closure—this Haywire-label bubble is 
an excellent expression of B.C. terroir. 
Okanagancrushpad.com

CROWN JEWEL
Not a sparkling wine by any stretch of the imagination—but worth 
a mention in light of 150—is Crown Royal’s Limited Edition blend, 
available exclusively in Canada with new custom packaging and 
pouches that highlight key regional landmarks from coast to coast. To 
further mark the occasion, the Gimli, Manitoba-based blended whisky 
maker has released a series of truly Canadian drink recipes, including 
the B.C.-inspired Treeline, which includes an ounce Crown Royal 
Limited Edition, a quarter-ounce each calvados and blanc vermouth 
and five drops of Bittered Sling grapefruit and hops bitters, stirred, 
chilled, strained and garnished with a lemon twist. Crownroyal.ca

TAWSE SPARK LIMESTONE 
RIDGE RIESLING
Though Tawse, hailing from Ontario, is 
only now starting to make its way to B.C., 
this certified organic and biodynamic 
sparkling Riesling is worth noting. A true 
depiction of Niagara terroir, it boasts 
concentrated flavours of bright lime 
and citrus, with steely minerality and 
warm toasty notes. Enjoy, really, with a 
rich and creamy lobster mac ‘n’ cheese. 
Tawsewinery.ca

CHAMPAGNE NICOLAS FEUILLATTE 
BRUT GRANDE RESERVÉ

If you’re able to get your hands on these 
bubbles, do. While Canada as a whole 

may be celebrating its 150th, Montreal 
is, additionally, toasting an even bigger 

birthday this year: 375. To commemorate 
the occasion, made-in-France Champagne 

Nicolas Feuillatte has released a limited-
edition anniversary bottle of its Brut 

Grande Réserve, emblazoned with 
an elegant illustration of Montreal’s 

inimitable night skyline. Bonne fête et à 
votre santé! Nicolas-feuillatte.com

BLUE MOUNTAIN BRUT GOLD 
LABEL
This Canadian classic sparkler 
comes courtesy of an Okanagan 
Falls, B.C.-based family run 
operation with 43 years of 
winemaking under its belt. 
Estate-grown grapes are blended 
into a sophisticated and complex 
sparkling that stands up, dollar 
for dollar, to some of the world’s 
great Champagnes. Notes of green 
apple, pear, lemon rind and stony, 
salty minerality are rounded 
out by toasty brioche and nuts. 
Try it with smoked salmon and 
caper cream cheese canapés. 
Bluemountainwinery.com

BENJAMIN BRIDGE MÉTHOD 
CLASSIQUE BRUT

Hailed as the best made-in-
Canada sparkling, Benjamin 

Bridge shook up the wine 
world when it settled in a cosy 
nook in Nova Scotia’s stunning 

Gaspereau Valley, with a climate 
and geography similar to 

Champagne, France. The result 
(in this case) is a commanding 
drink with flavours of lime and 
green apple, stormy minerality 

and toasty, creamy almonds 
balanced by tight acidity and 

elegant, persistent bubbles. 
Enjoy this beauty with a classic 

curdy poutine. 
Benjaminbridge.com




